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GOVERNMENT LEGISLATURE

REALIZE OPEN GOVERNMENT 
Broadcast technology is increasingly being used by national agencies, state 
governments, and local communities to make information more accessible 
to constituents. City, state and national governments require different levels 
of scalability. Ross has a cost-effective solution for every size.

Produce efficiently, accurately and flexibly
Make training staff and getting on air quick and easy with a seamlessly 
integrated solution from Ross. Control cameras, graphics, and switching all 
from a responsive and intuitive user interface. 

Maximize budget
Single user workflows allow for coverage of more committee meetings 
and assemblies making sure nothing gets missed because of operational 
budgets or staffing limitations.

Choose a proven solution
By choosing Ross you’ll be in good company. Ross provides the technology 
that legislatures all over the world rely on.
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DVI > SDI

DVI

Ross Government Production Solutions

> A Range of panels and frames to fit any budget
> Robust hardware for long lasting solutions
> Can be ran under Lightning or operated stand 
alone
> Easy to learn and intuitive design

> High quality graphics
> Unlimited layering on a single output
> Full Data integration from Lightning
> XPression Live | Prime | Studio versions to fit 
any budget
> Intuitive Designing of complex graphics

Acid + CamBot
> Robust Camera + Robotic integration
> High quality images and on air moves
> Unlimited presets when paired with Lightning
Pivot
> Cost effect camera makes with IP control and 
POE
> Great low light performance
> Unlimited presets when paired with Lightning

> Easy to use Dashboard interface
> Fast, Interactive Touchscreen interface with Live 
video and only 1 frame of delay
> Control Cameras, Graphics and switching from a 
single interface
> Pair with a Microphone system for added 
Automation

Lightning Control System ACID | PIVOTXPression Carbonite

CarboniteCarbonite

XPressionXPression

Lightning Lightning 

Lightning Control System
| All-in-One PC + Touchscreen |

Lightning Control System
| All-in-One PC + Touchscreen |

Carbonite Ultra | Solo | GraphiteCarbonite Ultra | Solo | Graphite

USB Joystick
*Optional
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